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Abstract
Cloud computing is to improve resource utilization by sharing 
available resources to satisfy multiple requests effectively and 
efficiently. The Private Cloud with confidentiality data manage 
according to users need. But the scalability of the private cloud 
limited. If the private clouds are busy in fulfilling other requests 
then new request cannot be fulfilled. The new requests are kept in 
waiting queue to process later. It take lot of delay to fulfill these 
requests and very costly. In this paper the Rule Based Approach and 
Non-Rule Based Approach of Resource provisioning defined. Rule 
Based Resources Manager proposed for the Hybrid environment, 
which increase the scalability of Private cloud on-demand and 
reduce the cost. Provide the services to user in time (Reduced the 
wastage of time) and reduce the wastages of resources. Examined 
the performance of Resource Manager by using CloudSim on the 
basis resource utilization and cost in hybrid cloud environment.
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I. Introduction
Cloud computing fast develops area in computing research and in 
industry today. The cloud computing fully depends on the Internet.  
The cloud Computing uses the Internet that delivers the way to 
provide services to user according to user need whenever and 
wherever they want. In Cloud computing virtual shared servers 
delivers infrastructure, software, platform devices and other 
resources on pay-as-you-use basis to users. Provisioning is a 
process of preparing a network to allow it to provide services 
to its users. In resource provisioning resource are allocated with 
either fixed percentage of each partitioning or dynamic allocation 
that can grow and shrink depending on application needs.  Before 
the resource allocation Quality of services (QoS) is guaranteed 
by Service Level Agreement. Once the resource allocate to the 
consumer that cannot taken away or used by any other  consumer 
unless that resource provisioning configuration is changed to the 
new resource allocation.
Public cloud, Private cloud and hybrid cloud are types of cloud 
computing. Public Cloud runs by third party (Google, Amazon 
and Microsoft). It is stand-alone cloud. The cloud infrastructure 
is available to the general public or the large industry group. It is 
external services clouds based on pay-per-use model. In the public 
cloud resources are provisioned on self-services basis over the 
internet. The scalability and pay-per-use pricing model provided 
by public cloud are perfect for today’s business environment. 
But security and privacy issue occur in this private cloud. The 
Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), IBM Blue Cloud and Sun 
Cloud are examples of public clouds. Private Cloud managed by 
the organization. It provides services internally to an organization. 
This model provides control over the cloud services and the cloud 
Infrastructure. The benefits with private cloud is higher security 
and flexibility, manage cloud according to the need. But in this 
the important issues of scalability. An example of private cloud 
would be VMWare or Citrix’s Xen Server with the virtual servers 
in the data center.

The Hybrid cloud is a composition of two or more clouds like 
private, public or community. Hybrid Clouds provide more 
secure control of data and applications and that allow various 
parties to access information over the Internet. Its application 
running locally as well as cloud. In this different rules make for 
different application which offer high security and efficiency to 
the application.
Virtual Private Clouds allows the service providers to provide 
unique services to private cloud users. In this the customers to takes 
infrastructure services as part of their private clouds. It defines 
the complexities of migrating workload from private cloud. The 
unique set of capabilities in the form of protocols, enable long-
distance, workload mobility scenarios from private clouds to 
virtual private clouds.

A. Services of Cloud Computing
In practice, cloud services are classified–Infrastructure as a Service 
(IaaS), Software as a Service(SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), 
Data as a Service (DaaS)[2]

B. Infrasture as a Service (IaaS)
Infrastructure as a Service is as a Hardware as a Service. It provides 
the provision processing, storage, networks and other fundamental 
resource over the network on a pay-as-you-go basis to the user. 
Servers, storage systems, switches, routers, and other systems 
are pooled and made available to handle workloads that range 
from application components to high-performance computing 
application. There are a number of successful IaaS providers: 
Amazon EC2, Joyent, Rack space etc.

C. Software as a Service (SaaS)
A single instance of the software runs on the cloud which offers 
services to multiple users. Software as a Service also refers to 
application as a service that provide to users over network. SaaS 
is the service based on the concept of renting software from a 
service provider rather than buying it yourself. That eliminates the 
need to install. Yahoo mail, Google docs applications, Salesforce, 
Facebook are all instances of SaaS.

D. Platform as a Service(PaaS)
It delivers computing platform and software development 
frameworks over network on a pay-as-you-go basis. Users need 
not to bother about the complexity of buying and managing the 
under-lying hardware and software layers, the platform is managed 
by the service provider and user deploy their application on it. 
AppEngine, Bungee Connect, Long Jump, Force.com, WaveMaker 
are all instances of PaaS.

II. Resource Provisioning
Resource Provisioning are handled by Resource Manager [11]. In 
this model all the requests of users for resources handle through 
cloud services manager. The user request for the resources that 
handled through cloud service manager, which manage all resources 
and billing. Next CSM interact with Virtual Infrastructure Manager 
for user’s resource requests. A user requests for the resources. 
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Virtual machine next interacts with the Data Center Broker to 
fulfill request from available existing resources. Physical hosts, 
data center broker and VIM are a form of cloud. Those are key 
element of cloud at Infrastructure as a services layer. This layer 
also called Hardware as a service layer. All the services of cloud 
are provides by cloud services manager. When user requests for 
resources the resource manager accept user request and tries 
to fulfill of user request for resources on private cloud. More 
preference of its resource utilize are given to private clouds. If the 
resources that are user requested are available in private cloud then 
request is fulfilled by allocating these resources. If the resources 
of private cloud are assign with other application, then resource 
manager allocate resource resources of public cloud by interact 
with its CSM. If the resources of private cloud are busy to fulfill 
other requests, then new request are kept in waiting queue to 
process later when that resource are available. It makes delay for 
provisioning resource and scalability is limited of private cloud. 

Fig. 1: Resource Provisioning from Resource Manager

With Rule Based Resource Manager a private cloud can be scaled 
up to allocate resources on-demand even if that is overloaded. 
Rule Based Resource Manager proves to cost effective in term 
of utilization of private cloud resources.

III. Proposed Rule Based Manager
In Hybrid cloud model for the efficiently utilize the private 
cloud resources, propose a Rule Based Resource Manager. With 
the proposed resource manager, the private cloud scaled up to 
allocate resources on-demand if it is overloaded. The scalability 
of private cloud is increased by using public cloud resources. The 
Resource Manager takes decision about resource allocation. We 
have classified user request into two types based on their resource 
requirements like critical data processing and non critical tasks. 
The priority assigned according requests. If the user demand to 
perform critical data processing tasks then request assigned with 
high priority and if user demand perform non-critical tasks then 
it assigned to low priority. When user sends request according 
to its tasks then Resource Manager identifies the suitable cloud 

according to user resources demand. The high priority request 
takes resources from private cloud because it has confidential 
information. Low priority requests can be fulfilled from the either 
private cloud or public cloud. But if the private cloud resources are 
available then this low priority requests assigned to that private 
cloud. 
Then VM migration consider, in this the request migrated from 
one cloud to another based on priority of request and resource 
availability. In that migration sometime that situation occur that 
high priority request is needed to fulfilled by private cloud but its 
resources are already assigned to earlier requests of both low and 
high priority and the new high priority request keep in waiting 
because no space on private cloud. In this situation, I found already 
allocated low priority requests and reallocate these low priority 
requests to public cloud and handle new requests because now 
no low priority request on private cloud.  The new high priority 
requests allocate to private cloud. Sometime the high priority 
requests is needed the resource from private cloud but its needed 
resources are already assigned to other high priority requests, 
so then that high priority requests after some wait assigned to 
the public cloud. In the Fig. 2, User sends the request for taking 
resource. The resource Manager then decided that request are send 
to the private cloud or public cloud according the resource demand 
and priority. Firstly prefer the request in private cloud because 
it provides secure services. Private cloud is given preference to 
maximally utilize its re-sources. If the resources of private cloud 
are available, the request is fulfilled by allocating these resources. 
But if private cloud’s resources are engaged with other applications, 
the Resource Manager allocates public cloud’s resources.

                                                                                                                                                     
Fig. 2: Resources Provisioning in Rule Based Approach

The Rule based algorithm for proposed Rule Based Resource 
Manager illustrate given below:

VM: Virtual Machine

New_VM_Requestc+s: New Virtual Machine Request for 
Compute and Storage Resources

Available c+s: Available Compute and Storage Resources in 
Private Cloud

High_Priority_Request: Request which Performs Critical Data 
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Processing and Needs Good Response Time

Low_Priority_Request: Request which does not Perform Critical 
Data Processing

x : Allocated Low Priority Virtual Machines

x c+s : Compute and Storage Resources of x

Relocation_Cost_on_Public_Cloud: Public Cloud Usage Cost of a 
VM, when It is Reallocated from Private Cloud to Public Cloud

Waiting_Queue: VM Requests are Put in Waiting Queue for 
Allocation on Private Cloud When Its Resources Become 
Available

A. Proposed Rule Based Approach
RESOURCE_MANAGER(New_VM_Request c+s)
{
 Step   1:
 If (New_VM_Requestc+s  <=  Availablec+s)
 Then:
  
Response. Redirect(Private_Cloud) ;
  }  
 Step  2:
If (New_VM_Requestc+s > Availablec+s && New_VM_
Requestc+s=High_Priority_Request)
 {
   For Time 0 to 5ms
  {
Check Low Priority Requests Count on Private cloud
  }
   
 If(Low Priority.Request.Count==0 )
 Then:
   {   
Put New_VM_Requestc+s in  Waiting_Queue  while(time > 
200ms)
    {
Move To another public cloud   
     }
Else If(Low Priority.Request.Count>0)
{
   Choose x such (xc+s>New_VM_Requestc+s)
    Minimum Σx Relocation _ cost –on _Public_           Cloud 
If (x is Non-Empty Set) 
 Then: 
{

Re-Allocate Existing Low_Priority_Request           to Public Cloud  
& Handle               New_VM_Requestc+s  to Private Cloud 
      }
      }   
      }
      }
Step 3:
     {
If (New_VM_Requestc+s> Availablec+s  && New_VM_
Requestc+s=Low_Priority_Request)

  Then:

    dt = 200msfor time 0 to dt
    {
       Check  incoming  New_VM_Request
       if(New_VM_Request_High_Priority
       _Request)

    {
        Put Low_Priority_Request in Waiting
          Queue && handle New_Request of
          High_Priority
      }  
                                                                                
     Else
     {

Redirect Low_Priority_Request  to public cloud server
       }
}

In the Non Rule Based Approach, no classified the request 
according the priority. In this when any type request (high or 
low priority) enters then that send to the Private Cloud. When 
that Private Cloud overloaded then the all requests (high and 
low) send to the Public Cloud. The Cost of this Non Rule Based 
is high than the Rule Based Approach. 

IV. Experimental Evaluation
CloudSim is a simulation framework which supports seamless 
modeling and ex- perimentation of cloud computing infrastructure, 
including datacenters on a single computer.
CloudSim3.0 is used to implement Resource Manager. Pay-per-
use model is used for billing. The priority of requests are uniformly 
randomly distributed which is generated by using rand()function. 
We simulated High and Low priorities requests for Rule Based and 
Non-Rule Based Approaches. The Computing resource is more 
costly than the storage resource cost. The private and public cloud 
have 25 and 25 servers respectively are considered for simulation. 
Pay-per-use model is used for billing where usage cost is Rs.2, Rs 
3, Rs 4 for the private cloud according to the resources need and 
Rs.3, Rs.4, Rs.5 for the public cloud per minute. The priority of 
these requests is uniformly randomly distributed. 
In the resource utilization, we calculated the Private Cloud and 
Public Cloud utilization for allocation resources. We take 42 
requests in private cloud and public cloud to calculate the resources 
utilization. The Private Cloud’s resources more utilize than Public 
Cloud. In the Table 1, demonstrate the resources utilization of 
private cloud and public cloud.
In Table 2, shows total usage cost along with its savings by using 
Rule Based approach over other approach. In Rule based approach 
for low priority requests there is no saving because all low priority 
requests are treated equally by both approaches. The cost of High 
priority request’s high in Non-Rule based approach than the Rule-
Based Approach. The cost saving in Rule based approach Rs.2826. 
Rule Based approach shows more cost saving over other approach 
for high priority. Our Rule-Based Approach is less costly. 
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Table 1: Resources Utilization of Private Cloud and Public 
Cloud

Resource Utilization Resource Utilization in 
Rule Based  Approach 

Private Cloud 60.97%
Public Cloud 41.46%

Table 2: Comparison of Cost under Different Set of Priority

Fig. 3, shows total usage cost which is found Rs.6824 in Rule Based 
approach and 9,650 in Non Rule Based approach. On the Vertical 
line show the cost and horizontal line show the VM Request. And 
In the Figure 4 describes the usage cost of High priority request 
in Rule Based approach and Non-Rule Based approach.
The usage cost of High priority request high in Non-Rule Based 
approach than the Proposed Rule Based approach. The Low 
priority request’s cost same in Rule Based approach and Non-Rule 
Based approach. Our Rule Based approach reduce the cost and 
provided the services in time and reduce the wastage of time. Also 
reduce the wastages of resources by de-allocated the resources 
that wrong uses by the user. In this figure show that the usage 
cost of Rule-Based Approach is less than that Non-Rule Based 
approach.  

Fig. 3: Total Usage Cost of Rule Based Approach and Other 
Approach

Fig. 4: Comparison of Usage Cost of High Priority Request in 
Rule Based and Non Rule Based Approach

V. Conclusion and Future Scope
Under the resource provisioning in Cloud Computing, the long-
held dream of computing as a utility, has the potential to transform 
a large part of the IT industry, making software even more attractive 
as a service and shaping the way IT hardware is designed and 
purchased. Developers with innovative ideas for new Internet 
services no longer require the large capital outlays in hardware 
to deploy their service or the human expense to operate it. A Rule 
Based Resource Manager is proposed to scale up private cloud 
and presents a cost effective solution in terms of money spent 
to scale up private cloud on-demand by taking public cloud’s 
resources and that never permits secure information to cross 
the organization’s firewall in hybrid cloud. With defining of the 
simulation results, it concluded that our Rule Based Resources 
Manager approach is cost effective in the term of money   spent 
to scale up private cloud on-demand by borrowing public cloud’s 
resources and never permits confidential information to go outside 
of the organization in a hybrid cloud environment. Our approach 
makes utmost utilization of private cloud resources and provided 
resources in time. Reduced the wastages of resources by the de-
allocated the resources of the user that wrong uses of the resources 
and allocate that resources to the other users.
In future, we wish to make more security on the resources of users. 
And make the Rule Based scheme more effective and enhance by 
making improvements in the presented algorithm. In the presented 
Rule Based Resource Manager, we consider only one public cloud 
service provider, in future more than one public cloud may be 
considered, changing in cost and decision making would be done 
based on the QoS requirements. We will do it further.
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